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1. IntrodutionThe formation of steady states in systems far from equilibrium has been thefous of numerous studies, but a universal desription omparable to equi-librium statistial physis, has not emerged so far. There have been thoughseveral approahes whih had remarkable suess and ontinue to reeive par-tiular attention. One of them is the investigation of nonequilibrium phasetransitions, where the basi assumption is that the universality displayedby equilibrium phase transitions arries over to ritial phenomena in thenonequlibrium ase, as well. It is well known from the equilibrium theoryof ritial phenomena, that approahing a ritial point the system behavesstrongly orrelated, implying that the distribution funtions of marosopiquantities usually beome non-Gaussian, however they an be used to ha-raterize the given universality lass. There is a straightforward extensionof these onepts to nonequilibrium systems. The advantage of studying thesaling funtions assoiated with the distribution funtions through �nitesize saling is that the onstrution of the funtions does not involve any �t-ting proedure, thus the omparison with the experiments an be performedwithout any unertainty inherent in the �t parameters.The aim of the �rst part of my work is the haraterization of stronglyorrelated nonequilibrium systems by means of distribution funtions. The�rst model system investigated is a quantum spin hain at zero temperaturewhih is driven to produe an energy urrent. Besides the simpliity of thismodel, this hoie is further motivated by the fat that the dynamis is gene-rated naturally by the Shrödinger equation, thus we avoid the arbitrarinessof de�ning the nonequilibrium dynamis. This model has a quantum phasetransition into a urrent-arrying phase with long-range orrelations, raisingthe question whether these states an be regarded as e�etively ritial ones.One expets to answer this question through the study of the distributionfuntions.Another interesting �eld of researh where the study of the saling fun-tions has been of great suess is surfae growth phenomena. In onnetionwith this I have studied the surfae �utuations of an Edwards-Wilkinsontype surfae de�ned on a spherial substrate, whih was motivated by a hugeinterest in understanding the temperature �utuations of the osmi miro-wave bakground radiation.The seond part of my thesis is onerned with a di�erent approah tostrongly orrelated systems. At very low temperatures quantum mehaniale�ets will dominate the behaviour of the system, whih might give rise tostrong quantum orrelations. A prominent example is the so-alled entang-lement phenomenon, whih manifests itself as distint parts of a system are1



desribed by a mixed state, even if the system as a whole is at a zero tem-perature ground state. Reently entanglement properties of equilibrium spinhains have been intensively investigated, and several interesting results havebeen obtained. In my thesis I investigate entanglement properties of a spinhain driven out of equilibrium by an energy urrent.In the ourse of the investigation of entanglement properties I have add-ressed the question of a possible e�etive thermodynamial desription ofthe mixed state of a subsystem. It is presented in the last part of my thesisthrough the example of a simple equilibrium XX hain.2. ThesesThe main results of the PhD dissertation an be summarized in the followingtheses:1.) I have alulated analytially the distribution funtion of the transverse(non-ordering �eld) magnetization in both the equilibrium and nonequi-librium phases of the transverse Ising hain arrying an energy �ux. Ihave found that the distributions are Gaussian even at the ritial pointof the system. The reason for this is that although the appropriate or-relations deay with distane n as a power law but the exponent in thepower is large (1/n2), so that the �utuations do not diverge.2.) I have evaluated numerially the distribution funtion of the order para-meter up to system sizes of 20 spins. The distributions are Gaussians inthe equilibrium phases away from the ritial point. At the ritial pointone has nontrivial saling funtions whih depend strongly on the boun-dary onditions applied. The unexpeted simpliity is in the urrent-arrying phase where the energy �ux generates long-range orrelationsdeaying as a power law (1/√n) but, nevertheless, the distributions areGaussian, and the width of the Gaussians is dereasing with inreasingenergy �ux. The reason for this lies in the osillating harater of theorrelations whih prevents the divergene of the �utuations.3.) I have proven that the probability density funtional of height on�gura-tions over equatorial irles of an Edwards-Wilkinson type surfae de�nedon a spherial substrate an be given through the e�etive ation of theGaussian 1/f noise.4.) I have determined the von Neumann entropy of a blok of L spins ofan XX hain whih is onstrained to arry an energy urrent. It an be2



seen, that the logarithmi asymptotis present in equilibrium is preservedby the urrent, however the prefator of the logarithm is two times theequilibrium value. The value of the prefator is seen to be losely relatedto the struture of the exitation spetrum (i.e. the number of the �Fermi-seas�).5.) I have shown that at a speial value of the energy urrent, where the dras-ti hange of orrelations indiates a phase transition point, the asymp-totis of the entropy is the same as in equilibrium. In the viinity of thesetransition points the entropy is shown to display a speial type of �nitesize saling.6.) I have shown that the weights of the quantum �utuations in an entangledblok of an XX spin hain an be desribed approximately as the weightsof a Gibbs-Boltzmann distribution with some properly de�ned e�etivetemperature. With di�erent de�nitions for the e�etive temperature,the asymptotis was alulated and to leading order the same result wasfound.3. ConlusionsI onsider the following onlusions of my PhD thesis to be the most impor-tant ones:
• I have shown on the example of the transverse Ising hain, that longrange, algebraially deaying orrelations not neessarily result an ef-fetively ritial state, sine the distribution funtion of the order pa-rameter was found to be Gaussian. Moreover, the width of the Gaussi-ans derease with inreasing �ux, therefore somewhat surprisingly, theenergy �ux makes the system more rigid. This result further on�rmsthe importane of the saling funtions in the studies of nonequilibriumphase transitions.
• The urrent-arrying steady states of the XX hain were investigatedfrom the aspet of entanglement properties, and it was found that ur-rents result the enhanement of the blok entanglement
• It was argued, that an entangled blok in an XX spin hain an bedesribed by the introdution of an e�etive temperature. The simpleanalogies that were used in the de�nitions might make it possible toextend the onept of the e�etive temperature to the urrent-arrying3



hain, and might shed light on the possible role of an e�etive tempe-rature in systems far from equilibrium.4. List of publiations that provide the basis ofthe theses of the dissertation1. Viktor Eisler, Zoltán Ráz, and Frederi van Wijland,Magnetization distribution in the transverse Ising hain with energy�ux, Phys. Rev. E, 67, 056129 (2003).2. Viktor Eisler and Szilárd Farkas,Edwards-Wilkinson surfae over a spherial substrate: 1/f noise in theheight �utuations, J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 37, 2573 (2004).3. Viktor Eisler and Zoltán Zimborás,Entanglement in the XX spin hain with an energy urrent, Phys. Rev.A, 71, 042318 (2005).
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